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Prettiest Love Letters in the World
2001

if history remembers lucrezia borgia at all it is as a woman of
extravagant vices whose name has become synonymous with political
intrigue and poison cardinal bembo is remembered primarily as the
namesake of a popular typeface but as this book of letters reveals there
was real substance and real faces to both of them borgia a child bride
who was ruthlessly exploited for political advantage by her three
husbands proved to be a girl of surprising resilience and cunning
anything but a monster pietro bembo the learned and as demonstrated
here surpassingly gentle scholar was the perfect product of the
renaissance the covert love affair they conducted over sixteen years
under the nose of borgia s ruthless brother cesare was as dangerous as
it was impassioned and their letters which provide a unique record of
life during the italian renaissance are a testament both to a relationship
of rare beauty and to a feudal society of strict boundaries dark dynastic
drives boundless political ambition and extraordinary gallantry set in
what else monotype bembo illustrated with the charming and delicate
wood engravings of shirley smith this elegant paperback will be a
memorable gift for modern lovers

The Letters of Pietro Aretino
1967

between 1955 1962 saint gianna beretta and her husband pietro molla
corresponded through a series of letters collected here touching
inspiring and refreshingly human their exchanges reflect the everyday
experiences and the abounding love of a modern day couple revealing
that the way of holiness can unfold in the midst of this world from
balancing work and family life to dealing with a long distance
relationship to parenting to coping with illness and death gianna and
pietro conquered it all but none of it was accomplished without
tremendous trust in each other and in god



The Prettiest Love Letters in the World
1987

lucrezia borgia s name has become synonymous with political intrigue
poison cardinal bembo is remembered primarily as the namesake of a
popular typeface borgia was a girl of surprising resilience cunning
pietro bembo the learned surpassingly gentle scholar was the perfect
product of the renaissance the covert love affair they conducted over a
period of 16 years under the nose of borgia s ruthless brother cesare
was as dangerous as it was impassioned their letters which provide a
unique record of life during the italian renaissance are a testament both
to a relationship of rare beauty to a feudal society of strict boundaries
dark dynastic drives boundless political ambition extraordinary gallantry
charming delicate wood engravings

The Journey of Our Love: The Letters of
Saint Gianna Beretta and Pietro Molla
2019-01-26

pietro aretino 1492 1556 was an influential italian author playwright
poet and satirist he is credited with inventing modern literate
pornography

The Prettiest Love Letters in the World
2005-07-01

carol kidwell s lavishly illustrated book is the first full length biography
of renaissance cardinal pietro bembo her extensive use of translations
from bembo s 2 600 letters including exchanges of love letters with
lucrezia borgia provides a picture of personal life in the brilliant
turbulent years of the italian renaissance bembo a venetian patrician
and man of letters had a close association with the printer aldus he
enjoyed a rich life with illicit love affairs in the courts of ferrara urbino
and finally rome where he was appointed latin secretary to leo x ten



years later ill and bored bembo left rome for padua with morosina the
young sister of a vatican courtesan to guarantee a living he took vows of
chastity poverty and obedience in the aristocratic order of st john of
jerusalem and then started a family bembo was active in education in
padua and his great achievement was to have helped create a common
language for italy through the revival of medieval tuscany in his poetry
and prose appointed official historian of venice after morosina s death
he became a cardinal an open mind coupled with staunch support of the
established church during the troubled years of the reformation made
him an asset to the papal curia at the time of his accidental death in
rome in 1547 he was considered a likely successor to paul iii

The Prettiest Love Letters in the World
1987

giacomo leopardi italy s great poet of the romantic age is the author of
some of the most beautiful and best loved poems in the italian language
and some of the most remarkable letters in european literature the
interest of the letters in both biographical and literary they document
the background the difficult personal circumstances the intense and
troubled family relationships the contacts and friendships with other
writers against which a haunting and compelling poetic voice came to
maturity the letters not previously available in english except
fragmentarily are here offered in a new translation undertaken to
celebrate the poet s birth in 1798 in the light of growing academic
interest in italy and the re organization of many university courses in
italian along interdisciplinary lines this book series brings together
different scholarly perspectives on italy and its culture italian
perspectives incorporates books and essay collections and is published
under maney s northern university press imprint it is notable for the
breadth and diversity of themes covered incorporating all aspects and
periods of italian literature language history culture politics art and
media as well as studies which take an interdisciplinary approach and
are methodologically innovative the series welcomes books written in
english and in italian the italian perspectives series is edited by two
established scholars in the field of italian studies supported by an



international advisory board

Messer Pietro Mio
1985-01-01

pietro bembo 1470 1547 scholar and critic was one of the most admired
latinists of his day the poems in this volume come from all periods of his
life and reflect both his erudition and his wide ranging friendships this
volume also includes the prose dialogue etna an account of bembo s
ascent of mt etna in sicily during his student days

The Works of Aretino
2011-09

an interdisciplinary exploration of one of the most prolific and
controversial figures of early modern europe this volume is comprised of
seven sections each devoted to a specific aspect aretino s life and works

The Travels of Pietro Della Valle in India
1963

renaissance writer laura cereta 1469 1499 presents feminist issues in a
predominantly male venue the humanist autobiography in the form of
personal letters cereta s works circulated widely in italy during the early
modern era but her complete letters have never before been published
in english in her public lectures and essays cereta explores the history of
women s contributions to the intellectual and political life of europe she
argues against the slavery of women in marriage and for the rights of
women to higher education the same issues that have occupied feminist
thinkers of later centuries yet these letters also furnish a detailed
portrait of an early modern woman s private experience for cereta
addressed many letters to a close circle of family and friends discussing
highly personal concerns such as her difficult relationships with her
mother and her husband taken together these letters are a testament



both to an individual woman and to enduring feminist concerns

Pietro Bembo
2004

the sunday times bestseller ambitious and beautifully crafted the times
faulks writes with great emotional authority sunday times amidst the
letters of the alphabet a life reveals itself flashing backwards and
forwards through time we meet pietro russell as a photographer in sri
lanka a schoolboy in fulham and even before he was born to his
wounded english father and young italian mother the extraordinary
moments of pietro s life are navigated with unique imagination giving
the reader a chance to view a life from a new and moving vantage point
a fool s alphabet is a novel of true invention from a master storyteller
that sees life in all of its compelling poignant glory

The Letters of Giacomo Leopardi 1817-1837
2017-12-02

this book is centered on the venetian humanist pietro bembo 1470 1547
on his two year stay in sicily in 1492 4 to study the ancient greek
language under one of its most distinguished contemporary teachers the
byzantine émigré constantine lascaris and above all on his ascent of
mount etna in 1493 the more particular focus of this study is on the
imaginative capacities that crucially shape bembo s elegantly crafted
account in latin of his etna adventure in his so called de aetna published
at the aldine press in venice in 1496 this work is cast in the form of a
dialogue that takes place between the young bembo and his father
bernardo himself a prominent venetian statesman with strong humanist
involvements after pietro s return to venice from sicily in 1494 but de
aetna offers much more than a one dimensional account of the facts
sights and findings of pietro s climb far more important in the present
study is his eye for creative elaboration or for transforming his literal
experience on the mountain into a meditation on his coming of age at a
remove from the conventional career path expected of one of his station



within the venetian patriciate three mutually informing features that are
critical to the artistic originality of de aetna receive detailed treatment
in this study i the stimulus that pietro drew from the complex history of
mount etna as treated in the greco roman literary tradition from pindar
onwards ii the striking novelty of de aetna s status as the first latin text
produced at the nascent aldine press in the prototype of what modern
typography knows as bembo typeface and iii pietro s ingenious
deployment of etna as a powerful multivalent symbol that
simultaneously reflects the diverse characterizations of and the
generational differences between father and son in the course of their
dialogical exchanges within de aetna

Privilege Issued to Pietro Angelio
Permitting Him to Hold Lands and Monies
in the Kingdom of France
1582

a profound meditation on leopardi s art and thought as well as a
reframing and reassertion of negri s own philosophical and political
project of liberation antonio negri one of italy s most influential and
controversial contemporary philosophers offers in this book a radical
new interpretation of the nineteenth century italian poet giacomo
leopardi for negri leopardi is not the bitter idealistic individualist of
conventional literary history but rather a profoundly materialist thinker
who sees human solidarity as the only possible solution to the
catastrophes of history and politics negri traces leopardi s resistance to
the transcendental idealism of kant and hegel with its emphasis on
reason s power to resolve real antagonisms into abstract syntheses and
his gradual development of a sophisticated poetic materialism focused
on the constructive power of the imagination and its true illusions like
nietzsche who admired him leopardi provides an alternative to
modernity within modernity expressing a force of rupture and
recomposition a uniquely italian one that is as relevant now as it was in
the nineteenth century and which connects to the theory of empire as
the political constitution of the present that negri has elaborated in



collaboration with michael hardt antonio negri is the coauthor with
michael hardt of empire multitude war and democracy in the age of
empire and commonwealth timothy s murphy is houston truax wentz
professor of english at oklahoma state university he has translated
several of negri s works including trilogy of resistance books for burning
between civil war and democracy in 1970s italy and subversive spinoza
un contemporary variations

Autograph letters signed sent to Pietro
Angelio
1579

this translation makes available for the first time to english speaking
readers petrarch s earliest and perhaps most important collection of
prose letters they were written for the most part between 1325 and
1366 and were organized into the present collection of twenty four
books between 1345 and 1366 the collection represents a portrait of the
artist as a young man seen through the eyes of the mature artist
whether in the writing of poetry or being crowned poet laureate or in
confessing his faults describing the dissolution of the kingdom of naples
summoning up the grandeur of ancient rome or in writing to pope or
emperor petrarch was always the consummate artist deeply concerned
with creating a desired effect by means of a dignified gracefulness and
always conscious that his private life and thoughts could be the object of
high art and public interest as early as 1436 leonardo bruni wrote in his
life of petrarch petrarch was the first man to have had a sufficiently fine
mind to recognize the gracefulness of the lost ancient style and to bring
it back to life it was indeed the very style or manner in which petrarch
consciously sought to create the impression of continuity with the past
that was responsible for the enormous impact he made on subsequent
generations this complete translation by aldo s bernardo has long been
out of print and is reproduced here in its entirety in three volumes vol 1
books i viii 472 pp introduction notes bibliography



Lyric Poetry
2005

the letters of bartolomeo fonzio a leading literary figure in florence of
the time of lorenzo de medici and machiavelli are a window into the
world of renaissance humanism and classical scholarship this first
english translation includes the famous letter about the discovery on the
via appia of the perfectly preserved body of a roman girl

Letters on Familiar Matters
1982-02-01

from the private papers of mark twain and mozart to those of robert
browning and nelson love letters of great men collects together some of
the most romantic letters in history for some of these great men love is a
delicious poison william congreve for others a nice soft wife on a sofa
with good fire books music charles darwin love can scorch like the heat
of the sun henry viii or penetrate the depths of one s heart like a cooling
rain flaubert every shade of love is here from the exquisite eloquence of
oscar wilde and the simple devotion of robert browning to the
wonderfully modern misery of the roman pliny the younger losing
himself in work to forget how much he misses his beloved wife calpurnia
taken together these love letters of great men show that perhaps men
haven t changed so very much over the last 2 000 years passion jealousy
hope and longing are all represented here as is the simple pleasure of
sending a letter to and receiving one from the person you love most

A Companion to Pietro Aretino
2021-08-16

winner of the bagutta prize the manzoni family set in ducal italy and
post revolutionary france captures the story of alessandro manzoni
celebrated milanese nobleman man of letters and author of the
masterpiece of nineteenth century italian literature i promessi sposi the



betrothed and the women of his life the dynastic tale begins with the
matriarchal figure of giulia the mother whom the young alessandro
manzoni found in paris after she had abandoned him as an infant
following her there is enrichetta the woman he and his mother chose to
be his wife and the many children she had by him until her death
literary friends from the beau monde in italy and paris and alessandro s
second wife teresa and her children against the background of
napoleonic occupation the reestablishment of austrian hegemony and
the stirrings of the revolutionary urge for unification and independence
ginzburg gracefully weaves the story of the manzoni dynasty a family
that seems to grow autonomously around the life of the writer
effortlessly incorporating the epic tumult and emotion of the age
ginzburg explores this fascinating true story and celebrated author with
the elegance that has assured her rightful place among history s
acclaimed literary titans

Collected Letters of a Renaissance Feminist
2007-11-01

discover the fascinating crucial and often dangerous relationship
between michelangelo and the stone quarries of carrara in this clear
eyed and well researched exploration that recounts the artist s large life
and lasting works with care and reverence booklist no artist looms so
large in western consciousness and culture as michelangelo buonarroti
the most celebrated sculptor of all time and no place on earth provides a
stone so capable of simulating the warmth and vitality of human flesh
and incarnating the genius of a michelangelo as the statuario of carrara
the storied marble mecca at tuscany s northwest corner it was there
where shadowy etruscans and roman slaves once toiled that
michelangelo risked his life in dozens of harrowing expeditions to secure
the precious stone for his pietà moses and other masterpieces many
books have recounted michelangelo s achievements in florence and
rome michelangelo s mountain goes beyond all of them revealing his
escapades and ordeals in the spectacular landscape that was the third
pole of his tumultuous career and the third wellspring of his art eric
scigliano brings this haunting place and eternally fascinating artist to



life in a sweeping tale peopled by popes and poets mad dukes and
mythic monsters scheming courtiers and rough hewn quarrymen he
recounts the saga of the david the improbable masterpiece that
michelangelo created against all odds of the twin hercules that he tried
to erect beside it and of the salieri like nemesis who snatched away the
commission turning a sculptural testament to liberty into a bitter symbol
of tyranny and giving florence the colossus it loves to hate in showing
how the artist land and stone transformed one another scigliano brings
fresh insight to michelangelo s most cherished works and illuminates his
struggles with the princes and potentates of carrara rome and medici
florence who raised intrigue to a high art

Letters from Italy, Between the Years 1792
and 1798, Containing a View of the
Revolutions in that Country, from the
Capture of Nice by the French Republic to
the Expulsion of Pius VI. from the
Ecclesiastical State: ... By Mariana Starke,
... In Two Volumes. ...
1800

the iter italicum serves as a useful reference work for scholars in the
history of philosophy the sciences classical learning grammar and
rhetoric neolatin literature historiography of the theory of the arts and
of music and related subjects by scanning the volume or through this
index scholars will be able to find source material for individual writers
as well as for certain subjects problems or themes by indicating for each
manuscript its location and shelf mark scholars will find it easier to
order microfilms or to pursue more detailed studies of some of the
manuscripts listed the volumes should also prove useful for librarians as
a reference for the holdings of their own or other libraries



Letters on Familiar Matters
1975

these lively letters from an educated italian traveller to seventeenth
century india published in 1892 are an important historical source

Catalogues of Manuscripts, Letters, and
Autographs, 1826-1840
1826

this volume covers letters written in the three years from march 1924 to
march 1927

The Letters of Amerigo Vespucci and Other
Documents Illustrating His Career
1894

The Travels of Pietro Della Valle in India
1892

A Fool's Alphabet
2023-09-07

Pietro Bembo on Etna
2017-07-03



Selected Letters [of] Aretino
1976

Flower of the Desert
2015-10-26

The Works of Aretino
1933

Letters on Familiar Matters (Rerum
Familiarium Libri), Vol. 1, Books I-VIII
2009-08-25

Letters to Friends
2011-05-31

Love Letters of Great Men
2008-08-05

The Travels of Pietro Della Valle in India
1892



The Manzoni Family
2019-09-10

Michelangelo's Mountain
2007-11-01

Iter Italicum
1977-12-31

Shelley and His Circle, 1773-1822
1986

Travels of Pietro Della Valle in India
2010-06-24

Letters on Familiar Matters
1985-02-01

The Life, Letters and Journals of Lord
Byron. By Thomas Moore ... New and
Complete Edition, Etc
1866



The Letters of D. H. Lawrence
2003-01-09

Catalogue of Additions to the Manuscripts
in the British Museum in the Years ...
1850
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